ESTA BEREDA ES PELIGROZA
Why is that bee buzzing around?
On the Superstition Tablets, also known as “Peralta stone maps”, are carved a number of
Spanish sentences or phrases, one of them is:
ESTA BEREDA ES PELIGROZA
While most researchers of the tablets, who have written about their research and conclusions,
have translated the phrase as either “This trail is dangerous” or “The trail is dangerous” and in
the case of R. C. Crossland as “This trail was dangerous” none of them have delved into the
process of how they arrived at that translation. This aspect of the translation is important for
several reasons which will be discussed below but first a little review of the tablets (from my
perspective) and some assumptions which will be made in this essay.
The tablets were found in 1949 by a gentleman by the name of Travis Tumlinson who claimed to
have found them on a small knoll east of Apache Junction on the north side of Hwy 60 a little
west of Florence Junction. In a personal correspondence with a Mr. Jerry Hamrick who was in
Apache Junction at the time, says:
“ You see - I was at Apache Junction when they were found - brought into Apache
Junction - hosed off at a local gasoline Station - on the north side of the road - the 1st
Station with the ice house - where the ice was stored - the station sold - Also they had a
“free” water hose - Many people carried water in those days - trailer people - campers.
After they were washed - they were placed upon a rack - and were photographed - nothing
fancy - just black & white - all 3 maps - 6 sides
... ... ...
I also went to the area the maps were said to be found - sure enough the hole was there fresh dug - I was lucky to have gone - for a week later I took a friend out to the area - If I
had not known the exact spot I would never have found it - there were about a hundred
holes dug - every rock - that looked flat had been turned over - picked up threw away.
The original hole was about 4 ft deep. I assume - they thought more was buried there - or
they were digging for China.” (Letter Oct 2, 1987)
While not going into any further detail, this essay will be assuming that this information is
historically correct and that the tablets are substantially in the condition that they were when they
were found, although this does not preclude that there could have been some modifications to
them.
So point one: the tablets existed before 1949.
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So, why the focus on how one translated the phrase “ESTA BEREDA ES PELIGROZA”?
First because the correct spelling of “BEREDA” is “VEREDA”; therefore, the “B” should have
been a “V”. Second because the correct spelling of “PELIGROZA” is “PELIGROSA”; therefore,
the “Z” should have been a “S”. Why didn’t any of the researchers note these spelling errors in
their writing - they must have known about them? Such errors could provide information about
the veracity and age of the tablets!
In one of my previous essays on the tablets, I commented on the “B” misspelling:
According to the document Northern New Spain, A research guide by Thomas C. Barnes,
Thomas H. Naylor, and Charles W. Polzer in documents written in Northern New Spain:
"... the same writer commonly transposed several letters. ... 'B' and 'V'
were often interchangeable in the same document ..." (page 19)
So, in our opinion, it is doubtful that there is any hidden meaning in the spelling of
"bereda" and "boy".
However, I had missed the point that “PELIGROZA” was also misspelled!
A few years ago I went to a language translation web site http://babelfish.yahoo.com (which
apparently no longer has a language translator) to see how “This trail is dangerous” and “This
path is dangerous” would be translated into Spanish. The results were “Este rastro es peligroso”
and “Este sendero es peligroso” respectively. I tried it again, while writing this essay, on web
site http://babblefish.com/language/free-language-translation/free-language-translators/ and got
“este camino es peligroso” in both cases. So what about the word “VEREDA”? Using the web
translators, if one translates “ESTA VEREDA ES PELIGROSA” it does return “This trail is
dangerous”! So why doesn’t the translator prefer or provide “VEREDA” in an English to
Spanish translation?
In an attempt to find a possible answer to this question, I contacted Dr. John Lipski, Edwin Erle
Sparks Professor of Spanish and Linguistics, at Penn State university and asked him about these
translations. His answer to the question about “VEREDA” was:
Aside from the misspellings (vereda and peligrosa, respectively) this doesn't seem
strange, especially for rural northern Mexico, southern AZ and NM. Spanish vereda has
numerous related meanings including sidewalk (much of the southern cone) as well as
more generally a path. In some places (e.g. Colombia) vereda is a geographical
designation sort of like a rural township, subordinate to a corregimiento which is
subordinate to a municipio. Sendero can also work for path but vereda isn't any more
personal, just a bit archaic nowadays in that sense (which would correspond to your
proposed 19th century dating). Rastro isn't used much in the sense of a physical path or
trail but rather for the tracks left by an animal or person (hence rastreador = tracker).
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But, he also said about the word “PELIGORZA”:
It's a common misspelling, not an archaism. Although in most of Spain the letters S and Z
represent different sounds this is true nowhere in Latin America, so confusion of S and Z
continues to this day, even in the writings of very educated people.
Thank you Dr. John Lipski!
While there are other spelling errors which have not been explained such as “COAZON” for
“CORAZON” ("heart") and “COBOLLO” for “CABALLO” (“horse”) - which need to be
resolved since they are “major” cultural spelling errors, I think one can make another point.
So point two: the tablets could have been created in the 1800's and the some of the spelling
errors did not represent an error in spelling.
A good question - now, is “Is there other data on the tablets which could give us a time period of
its creation or how long they were buried where they were found (a very isolated location)?
One instance of this is on the right side of what I refer to as the PRIEST Stone where there are
some lightly carved symbols highlighted in the following illustration:

Figure 1 Lightly carved symbols
My hypothesis about this group of symbols has been that they were carved by someone other
than the author of the tablets as "personal notes". The suggested scenario is that the author or
someone familiar with the information in the stone tablets was attempting to give directions to
someone who was not familiar with either the information on the Tablets or the area directed to.
During this transfer of information, the individual, not intimate with the information, scratched
on the stone some facts which he felt would help him recall the information. The fact that he
carved “Sonora Mex” would suggest that this information had to be carve after 1821 as the
nation of Mexico did not exist before that time.
So point three: the tablets had some modifications sometime after 1821.
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Another area - which is pure speculation - is also on the PRIEST stone and is shown in the
following figure:

Figure 2 1847 at base of priest
The 1847 is generally thought to be a date by most researchers. The Mexican-American war
was being waged in 1847 (1846-1848) and the thought is that these tablets were created during
this time. However, it has been noted by several researchers of the tablets that the hash marks
above the 1847 seem to have been placed there to scratch out another date which some say is
1788 or 1799. This writer after a detailed visual inspection of the hash marks does agree that they
appear to be an attempt to delete some previous carving. There does appear to be first a 1 and
then a 7 scratched out and possibly some other numbers or letters. I don't believe that visual
inspection will resolve the true nature of these hash marks and their resolution must wait until a
more scientific study can be performed.
So point Four: If the presumption that the number at the base is a date concerning the
creation date of the tablets, this could be 1847 or 17nn.
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So can it be ascertained how long the tablets were buried at the location where Mr. Tumlinson
found them? Mr. Tumlinson claimed that he noticed a flat stone that contained some carving on
them which led him to dig up the stone tablets. To my knowledge, he never disclosed which one
of the tablets he first noticed; however, there is one of the tablets which apparently contains a
large amount of environmental damage on one side of the tablet. This side is shown below:

Figure 3 DON face
While the term “DON” is visible, the depth of the carving is now next to nothing!
A stone face similar to the DON face is the following:

Figure 4 CROSS face
On the opposite side of both these faces are detailed carved map panels (I call them panels
because all map panels are connected as part of some other map). Since the carving on the
tablets show a near constant carving depth, the presumption that the DON face was carved to
about the same depth as the CROSS face would not be a outlandish suggestion and with the
further suggestion that the erosion of the DON face occurred while it was buried near Apache
Junction it should be possible to determine how long they were buried!
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A technical description of the DON and CROSS tablets is that they are of red fine grained
sandstone and are typical of the moencopi formation.(Analysis by Lee Hammons, Geologist and
Curator of the Arizona Mineral Museum, who accepted the tablets on behalf of the Museum in
about 1966). So the physical characteristics of the stone is known and the climatic conditions of
the area is known, but how much material was removed? A survey of the carved depth on the
CROSS face, which I made in 2005, showed an average depth of between 1/4 to 3/16 inch depth:

So, with the above assumptions, it would seen that it should be possible to find a window on time
when the Tablets were buried.
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Can the carving techniques reveal anything about the time frame of their production? The
carving techniques, based upon my research, shows several forms of spatial representation as
well as symbolic representations. I have suggested, in my previous essays, that some of the
symbolic representations could be of Indian origin:
Some of the author's carving techniques exhibit some of the characteristics seen in Indian
petroglyphs and pictographs (for more detail in this area - suggested reading is The Rocks
Begin To Speak by LaVan Martineau). These include the concept of rock incorporation
which is the using of features of the rock (cracks, edges, etc.) to convey information.
Another instance is not using a standard orientation in reading. For example, in English
written documents, word order always follows a top to bottom and left to right orientation
in constructing a document; however, in Indian petroglyphs, the orientation of reading
varies even within the same petroglyph. There are a number of subtleties in the carving
beyond these examples which strongly suggest that the author might have been of Indian
origin or an individual who lived and studied among them.
But also the author apparently had a good knowledge of the Spanish language and map making
skills using a specific Absolute Frame of Reference. This Absolute Frame of Reference - from
my research analysis - used the Spanish island of Tenerife (The capitol is Santa Cruz) in the
Canary Islands as the Meridian Longitude 0 degrees where the longitude increased to the East
only ( that is 0 to 360 degrees EAST) which could be important because it wasn't until 1884 that
an international agreement was reached to use Greenwich (the site of the Royal Observatory) as
the longitude reference point with an "East" and "West" reference. In addition, the numbers
which appear to represent map distances and a line with periodic evenly spaced dots along it
make sense if both represent leagues.
While the directional information on the tablets map panels faithfully follows this absolute frame
of spatial orientation, it also includes a accurate and sophisticated Relative (So-Called Deictic)
Frame of Reference. One example of this is at the Casa Grande Ruins where the location to be
“found” is defined by landmark alignments in both an east-west and north-south direction.
The technique of implementing maps into morphological forms such as the map imbedded in the
horse and man (referred to as a Priest since he is holding a cross) figures, while interesting, are of
unknown, to me, historical significance.
So, from this perspective, it seems possible that the tablets could be “real” in the historical sense
even if the final resolution determines that they are “fake” in the truthful sense!
Richard Robinson
August 31, 2014
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